CITY MULTI Service Course
This 3-day course provides an in-depth functional study of the system along with a discussion of the theories associated with properly applying, installing, commissioning and troubleshooting systems. This course is recommended for installers, startup, or service personnel.
Price: $250  |  CEUs: 2.4

Diamond Designer Level 1
This 1-day course teaches participants how to design and apply CITY MULTI VRFZ system applications. Participants will learn how to differentiate between CITY MULTI systems, proper applications of these systems, and understand the energy usage cost comparisons of using these systems. The class culminates with designing a system using Diamond System Builder software.
Price: FREE  |  CEUs: 0.85

CITY MULTI Application Workshop
This 3-day course focuses on CITY MULTI and CMCN product specifications, application training, and design guidelines. The course prepares a distributor to identify and support CITY MULTI systems and CMCN in terms of application and design guidance.
Prerequisite: Diamond Designer Level 1
Price: FREE through Mitsubishi Electric; Distributor pricing varies  |  CEUs: 1.6

Controls Service Course
This 2-day course covers the CMCN products and focuses on the control capabilities, initial set up, and servicing of the CITY MULTI Controls product line. The course combines classroom instruction with hands-on exercises to reinforce theory with practical application. Laptops are required for this course.
Prerequisite: CITY MULTI Service Course
Price: $235  |  CEUs: 1.6

M- and P-Series Service Course
This 2-day course is for installation and troubleshooting of M- and P-Series systems. The concepts and theories of M- and P-Series system operation are covered, including a study of the unique technologies employed. The theories of properly applying, installing and troubleshooting M- and P-Series systems will be discussed along with practical hands-on exercises.
Price: $195  |  CEUs: 1.6

M- and P-Series Field Service Seminar
This 4-hour seminar, provides participants with an introduction to the concepts and theories of operation - including an overview of the unique technologies employed - system design, installation and the fundamentals of troubleshooting M- and P-Series systems.
Price: Distributor pricing  |  CEUs: 0.4

Maintenance Tool Diagnostics
This 1-day scenario-based, analysis and troubleshooting course provides an overview of Mitsubishi Electric’s CITY MULTI system functionality. Refrigerant flows and operational target values are identified using Maintenance Tool data.
Prerequisite: CITY MULTI Service Course
Price: $295  |  CEUs: .8

Controls Application Training
This 2-day course covers the Controls product offering and focuses on the control capabilities of Mitsubishi Electric Cooling & Heating products. The class is for both sales and start-up personnel that will combine classroom instruction with hands-on exercises to reinforce theory with practical application.
Prerequisite: CITY MULTI Service Course
Price: $195  |  CEUs: 1.6

S-Series Installation Course
This 1-day course provides an in-depth functional study of the S-Series system along with a discussion of the theories associated with properly applying, installing, and system startup recommended for installers, startup, or service personnel.
Price: Distributor pricing  |  CEUs: 0.8

CITY MULTI Field Installation Course
This 1-day course provides an in-depth discussion of the techniques associated with properly installing a system. The course focuses on best practices, limitations, and Manufacturer requirements as they pertain to wiring, addressing, refrigerant piping, equipment installation, and refrigerant charge.
Price: Distributor pricing  |  CEUs: .8

To learn more about our technical training programs and to register online, click here!